Multivariate hyperspectral Raman imaging using compressive detection.
A multivariate hyperspectral imaging (MHI) instrument has been designed and constructed to achieve greatly increased Raman imaging speeds by utilizing a compressive spectral detection strategy. The instrument may be viewed as a generalized spectrometer, which can function either as a conventional monochromator or in a wide variety of other hyperspectral modalities. The MHI utilizes a spatial light modulator (SLM) to produce programmable optical filters to rapidly detect and map particular sample components. A sequence of Hadamard-transform or random filter functions may be used to regenerate full Raman spectra. Compressive detection is achieved either using multivariate signal processing filter functions or the actual component spectra. Compressive detection is shown to be capable of achieving sampling speeds exceeding 1 ms per image pixel and the collection of chemical images in less than a minute.